
Make Google Maps Talk to You
in the Car
Google Maps is a usual application developed by Google. It
offers  satellite  imagery,  aerial  photography,  street  maps,
360° interactive panoramic views of streets (Street View),
real-time traffic conditions, and route planning for traveling
by  foot,  car,  bicycle  and  air  (in  beta),  or  public
transportation. To get easy, it adds “Ok Google” voice command
activation for hands-free directions. This is very helpful
especially when driving. Pumpkin head units also support the
google maps voice control.

To use the Google Maps voice control feature on the head
units, you need to pair your mobile phones to your vehicles.
Generally, Bluetooth and AutoPlay dongle are the two different
kinds  of  connections.  After  connection,  you  can  open  the
navigation and start to use the voice control to the app to
take you somewhere.
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Pumpkin  Car  Radio  2016
Christmas Huge Sale
Autopumpkin Happy to announce that 2016 Christmas Sale is on
from December.1st to December.31st.Check the promotion detail
here: http://www.autopumpkin.com/2016-christmas-big-sale.html

December.1st to 7th: Promotion on all Headrest Monitor DVD
Players.

December.8th to .15th: Promotion on All Android 5.1 Car GPS
Stereos

December.16th to .25th: Promotion on all Car GPS Stereo

December 25th tp 31st: Pumpkin Clearance Pomotion

The above is not over,you can also share additional discount
with these coupon codes:
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How to Fix a Car Head Unit
That Won't Turn On
If your car head unit does not power on successfully, you can
try the following solutions to fix the problem:

Check that the 12 volt and memory wire are connected1.
together. This is a common mistake that can cause issues
to make the car head unit fail to power on.
Examine your Android 4.4 car head unit plug carefully,2.
do you see in cuts in the wiring? Does the plug look
damaged? If you do see any damaged in both aspects, then
replace the plug.
Turn on your car ignition. Some car head units only turn3.
on, when you turn on the ignition and start your car.
Check the fuse in the head units fuse holder. If its4.
blown replace it and you hopefully fixed it.
Get a voltmeter and check the voltage on the red color5.
wire, the wire that supplies 12 volts to the stereo. If
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it slows a reading of 12 volts, then it indicates you
have got a good power source and its not the problem.
You could have a bad ground connection. Check if the6.
ground wire is touching the car’s mental. If there is
any rust on the ground terminal, get a screwdriver and
scratch it off.
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